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The rate equations are very often to be solved in the simulation and the optimization
of the biochemical reaction system. Numerical computations of the equation by the
digital computer have been frequently confronted with its stiffness. The computa-
tions of the stiff system require a great deal of computation time in comparison with
those of the other systems. From this point of view, usual techniques are of no
practical use for the stiff systems.
The Fowler-Warten method, which is one of the explicit integration formula for stiff
system, was  modif ied  and  appl ied  to  the  three-s tep  enzymat ic  reac t ion . By the
present method, the computation of the time-course can be performed with rapidity
and small error.

INTRODUCTION

In chemical kinetics, a chemical reaction is first represented by a suitable
reaction scheme and a rate equation usually in the form of simultaneous non-
linear ordinary differential equation is derived from the postulated scheme. For
estimation of the rate constants, the experimental data are treated with the
solution of rate equation.

When the rate equation is in the form of simple linear differential equation,
the rate equation can be easily solved by analytical method. Practically, the
rate equation to be solved has more complicated form. In such case, even if
the rate equation is in linear form, the analytical solution becomes quite diffi-
cult, because it needs finally to solve a characteristic equation formulated by
algebraic equation of high degrees. For nonlinear rate equation, with the
exception of a few special cases, the analytical solution should be essentially
abandoned due to its mathematical nature. Thus, the differential equations in
the rate equation must be solved numerically using an integration formula with
a digital computer.

In the digital computation, several problems have been pointed out in con-
nection with the error and the execution time in computation. In digital com-
puter, a numerical value is expressed by a numerical word with a finite size and
a continuous value, such as time or the concentration of chemical species, is
discretized. Consequently, the round-off or truncation error results from the
computation procedures. The problems on the computation error have been
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extensively studied (Henrici, 1962). Since the execution time in computation is
closely related to the numerical stability of the integration formula, the prob-
lem on the saving of it has been generally discussed on the basis of the
mathematical behavior of the integration formula.

It has been well recognized that in many biochemical reaction systems the
values of the rate constants or concentrations of chemical species were greatly
separate one another. For the differential equation describing such systems, a
considerably large computation time will be required when conventional tech-
niques are adopted for numerical computation. Such the troublesome equation
appears not only in biochemical system but also in many other systems and is
called “stiff” (Dahlquist, 1974). If an enormous computation time is required
for solving the differential equation, the computational analysis of the bio-
chemical system will turn into an expensive and actually impractical one. Thus,
for solving the rate equation of the biochemical systems, it is indispensable to
establish the algorithm or programing procedure which allows to solve
numerically the stiff differential equation with a reasonable computation time
and computation error (Reich, 1969).

The present paper deals with the application of the Fowler-Warten method
(Fowler and Warten,  1967) to the numerical solution of biochemical stiff rate
equation with minor modifications.

METHOD

The fundamental problems on the numerical solution of stiff equation with
practical computation time and reasonable computation error are closely related
to the setting of stepsize  in the numerical integration. The selection and setting
of an appropriate stepsize  are constrained by the numerical stability of the
differential equation to be solved. The Fowler-Warten method has been consid-
ered to be the most useful one for solving the stiff equation. However, some
modifications were required for the Fowler-Warten method on its application
to analysis of biochemical system.

In general, the rate equation of an enzymatic reaction in which n distinct
chemical species are involved can be expressed in the form of simultaneous
ordinary differential equations written in vector notation,

+x=f[x, ; i=l, 2, -*-a.-,  n] (1)

where x=(x1, x, , a-., x,)’ is the concentration of species and the prime indicates
transposed matrix. The function f is generally nonlinear for xi, Usually, these
differential equations cannot be solved analytically but numerically, with the
exception of some special cases. Let Ed be the perturbation on the solution xi.
Then, the equation (1) may be transformed into

&+E=f[xi+cl  ; i=l, 2, -.a...,  n] (2)

where E= (Em , Ed , -.-, E,)’ and the symbol dot represents the corresponding deriva-
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tive with respect to time t. The right side of the equation (2) can be ex-
panded in a Taylor series as

~[x~+E( ; i=l, 2, .a-, n]=f[x,  ; i=l, 2, .--n] +JE+O(E~) (3)

where J is so-called Jacobian matrix with element Ji,=af,/axi(i,  j=l, 2, m-e?  n). I f
the perturbation E is tolerably small, a new differential equation (variational
equation) of c is approximately set up as

;:=J-E (4)

If eigenvalues rlj (j=l, 2, -.-, n) of the matrix J are all distinguishable, a solution
of the equation (4) becomes equal to a linear combination of exp [iit],

(i, i=l, 2, a--, n) (5)

where cij is a constant. If the real parts of all lj are negative, .si tends to di-
minish with increase in time t. This is the basic requirement for differential
equations to be solved stably, even if some small error arises during numerical
computations. These situations, however, are more complicated in case that
function f is nonlinear, because J varies depending upon the time t.

The stiffness of differential equation is characterized by that the maximum
value is extremely different from the minimum value in Rj. This means that
the perturbation-sensitive and -insensitive components exist together in the
same solution xi of the equation (1).

Time t is forced to be quantitized in a numerical computation as

t,+1=t,+h (j=O, 1,2, --) (6)

where to is an initial time and h is a stepsize  between successive discrete times.
By this replacement, the differential equation is transformed into the corre-
sponding difference equation (as described later) and is solved step by step in
unit h. The stepsize  h is restricted according to conditions on the stability. This
restriction has a great effect on the computation time with a digital computer.
The conditions on the stability are determined by applying an integration
formula to the differential equation,

x = l-x (7)

where rl is a negative complex constant. For example, in the Euler method,

X(&+1)  =x(t)  +M-[t1,  x(t,>l (j=O, 1, 2: a-) (8)

is adopted as the integration formula, where h=t,+l-ti (positive real value)
and f=dx/dt.  If the equation (8) is substituted for the equation (7), the follow-
ing equation,

X(tj+I)=(l+hA)X(tj) (9)

is derived, and a solution of the equation (9) is obtained as
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X(L) = (l+hA)“x(t,) (10)

The approximated solution x(t,), as the same as that of the original equation
(7). is accessible to 0 for t+co under the condition,

Il+hnI<l (11)

According to the condition (ll), the region of hrl on a complex plane is shown
in Fig. 1. Excepting that the constraint is in the closed region as shown by

i

+

-2 -1 0 r

Fig. 1. Stability region for Euler’s method. i represents the imaginary
axis, and r represents the real axis. h,I is in the shadowed portion (within
the circle with a radius 1).

the following inequality, this situation is the same as that in the 4th order
Runge-Kutta-Gill method.

1+h~+$,(h1)2+&(h1)3+~(hl)”  <l (12)

Let us consider a system of homogeneous linear differential equation,

x=Ax (13)

where x=(x1,  x2, ..-, x,)‘, A is an nxn coefficient matrix with real values. For
the Euler method, similarly to the equation (8),

x(tj+l)=x(tj)  +hh(t,) (14)

And, similarly to the equation (Q), the simultaneous difference equation is

x(tj+J = (I+Wx(r,) (15)

where I is a unit matrix. A solution of the equation (15) is

x(&z> = (I+hA)“x(to) (16)

where x(t,) is the initial value. If one of the eigenvalues of (I+hA)  is A’, ,
the constraint condition for stepsize  h, as stated above, is ll’jj<l.  Considering
that the corresponding eigenvalue of A is 1,, then,

l’,=l+hrlj (17)

and the constraint condition for hlj is
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IA’,/  = Il+hdll<l

If rl, is a (negative) real value, the value of a
following region.

O<h< - ;;
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(18)

stepsize  h should be in the

(19)

If all of rlj are distinguishable, the solution of the equation (13) is

xt=ctlexp  [&t]  +clzexp  L&r] +*s.+c,,exp [Lt] (20)

where c,, (i, j=l, 2, ..., n) is a constant. The component of the solution (20) in-
volving the A4ux[ljJ is rapidly accessible to 0 with increasing in time t. The
upper limit of the stepsize  h, however, is fixed according to the condition (19)
during the computation. It is said again that stiff system has wide separation
between the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix A. This type of problem
has been recently considered and the integration formulas with wider stability
region have been designed (Curtis and Chance, 1972; DahIquist,  1974; Hemker,
1972).

Fowler and War-ten (1967) have suggested an exponentially fitted method
which is based upon one of those integration formulas. The practical algorithm
of the Fowler-Warten  method can be summarized as follows: &=f(t, x) is the
differential equation to be solved.

Step 1. &(,) = (X(t)  -N--h,))/&
Step 2. &=jc(t)  -x,(t)

Step 3. x,(t+b)=&)  +6x(t) (6 s h/4)
Step 4. jc,(t+d)=f[t+6,x,(t+6)]

Step 5. Ea=&ig(t+6)  -x,(t))/2
Step 6. U,= {u,+u,lx,(t+6)  II/Z

La= (l,+l,lx,(t+@  I)/2
Step 7. dz= (&,(t+&  -&(t>)/6
Step 8.

(
~j=A,/d~, 0% # 0)
lj=o (d,, = o)

(j=l, 2, **., n)

Step 9.
(
cl,= (exp [A$] -l)/I,h, co=exp  [IhI (I,<O)
cl,=l+A,h/2, co=l+Rih (lj20)

(j=l, 2, ***, n)

Step 10. x,(t+h)  =x(t)  +h&(t)  +hc,d,

Step 11. i,(t+h)=f[t+h, xc(t+h)]

Step 12. E,,=h[&(t+h)-{&&)-cod,)]
Step 13.

(
Uh=u,+u,lx,(t+h)  I
L,, =l,+l,lx,(t+h)  I

In the above description, 6 and h are controllable stepsizes, x,(r+h)  is the
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computed solution at time (t+h), E, and E, are the error estimates for which
the 6 and h are controlled, ul, u, , 1, , and I, are 0.0005, 0.0075, 0.0001, and 0.00005,
respectively and U, , L, , U, , and L, are associated with the limit on number
line as shown in Fig. 2. Just after the value of Eb(or E,) is estimated in Step

h- 2h ! h
I
, h-h,2 ’ h-=---h,2

I I re-COmp”tatiO”)

. A *
I (

- - *

L 0.75.u 1.5.u

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of limits, L, 0.75 U, and 1.5 U,
on the number line.

5 (or Step 12),  the procedures are divided into the following four with the
same numbering in Fig. 2.

1) The stepsize  6 (or It) is halved, and the re-computation from Step 3 or
(Step 9) is executed.

2) The stepsize  6 (or h) is halved at the next time step.
3) The stepsize  6 (or h) is not changed.
4) The stepsize  6 (or h) is doubled after seven time steps. However, once

one of the procedures from 1) to 3) is selected during the seven time
steps, this doubling is cancelled.

As will be stated in the following section, it was found that an intact
application of the Fowler-Warten  method to the computation of the present
enzymatic reaction model was led to an unfavorable result. A few modifi-
cations were, therefore, attempted.

First, in the present procedure it is checked after Step 3 and Step 10
whether the solutions x* and xc satisfy the non-negative constraint condition or
not because the solutions are (relative or absolute) concentrations of chemical
species. If one of the solutions is negative value, the above case 1) is selected
as the next procedure. Second, it should be noted that the conservation law
of mass is realized in a closed chemical system. Therefore, the difference
between sum of computed concentrations and sum of the corresponding initial
concentrations is monitored. Namely, the relative error E*(S) at time t is
newly defined as

(21)

where S, and S, are the sum of concentrations at time t and at initial time,
respectively. To keep the Ed small, the error estimates Es and E, are trans-
formed into F-E, and F-E,, , respectively, where F is called “factor”. Ad-
ditionally, the independent variable t is calculated, without use of the integra-
tion formula, by r,+nh (n=O, 1, .--) for speed-up of computation. The flow chart
of the essential part of the program with these modifications is shown in Fig.
3. The program was written in FORTRAN (more than the level of JIS 7000)
and in conversational mode which allows the adjustments of some parameters
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(STOP)
cc>

Fig. 3. Flow chart of the essential part of the program.

by one’s judgement. Computations were performed with FACOM 230-75 in the
Computer Center, Kyushu University.

COMPUTATIONS AND DISCUSSION

The three steps enzymatic reaction,

h k, k,
E+S+ ES, c- ES, - P+E (2.3

k, h

was subjected to the digital computation, where E, S, ES,, ES,, and P a r e

enzyme, substrate, enzyme-substrate complex 1, enzyme-substrate complex 2 and
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product, respectively, and k, (j=l, 2, .-- ,5) is the rate constant on the correspond-
ing reaction path. The intermediates ES, and ES, are characterized by their
intramolecular conversion. The rate equations of this reaction scheme are
expressed by the simultaneous ordinary differetial equations,

3dF=  -k,(E) (S) +k,(ES,) +ks(ESJ

4s)-=---k,(E)  (9 +k,(Emdt

d(ES,)p=
dt k,(E)(S) +k,(ESz) - (kz+k,) (ES,) (23)

where (E’),  (S), (ES,), (ES,) and (P) are concentrations of the corresponding
chemical species. The initial condition and the rate constants were identical,
for comparison, with those adopted in the previous paper (Okamoto et al., 1975).
The initial conditions were

(E),=l. OX~O-~  M,
(S),=l.0xW4  M,
(ES,),=O.  0 M,
(E&),=0.0  M,
(P),=O. 0 M I

and the rate constants were

k,=5 x lo5 M-‘set-I,
k,=5 set-I,

k,=103 set-‘,
k, = lo2 set-‘,
k,=O.  12 set-1

(24)

(25)

In the practical computation, the dimension of these rate constants, set-I,  was
converted into min-‘: for instance, k,=3x107 M-‘min-I, k,=3x102  min-‘, etc.

The computed time-course of the equation (23) with the usual 4th order
Runge-Kutta-Gill method is shown in Fig. 4. It is observed in Fig. 4 that the
solutions can be separated into two, highly and lower sensitive, parts for time
in the early stage of the reaction, i.e., rapid formations of ES, and ES,, rapid
decrease of E, and relatively slow formation of P took place together in the
early stage. The stepsize  h went down to about 0.48~  lo-’ min in the case of
the 4th order Runge-Kutta-Gill method with a non-negative constraint condition
(Okamoto et al., 1975),  and about 284,400 computation steps were consumed
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5 10 15

REACTION TIME (min)

Fig. 4. Calculated time-courses of the enzymatic reaction with substrate.
The concentrations (the ordinate) are normalized to the relative ratios:
E = (E)/(E),  , ES1  = @W/(Eh , ES2 = (ESQ)/(E)~,  S = (S)/(S),  , and P =
(P)/(S),  .

until 81.7 % formation of product.
In the present computation, the deviation Ed is defined as an index of the

relative error

~t=1001(E)o-((E),+(~~1),+(ES2)C)l/(E)o (26)

where subscript c indicates the computed value. Figure 5 shows that the de-
viation Q from the conservation law of mass have highly propagated with steps
in use of the Fowler-Warten  method without modifications. .q has grown up to
about 8,000 % during 5,000 computation steps. It is clear from Fig. 6 that the

2 4 6

COfWlTATlON STEP ( X lo3 )

Fig. 5. Error propagation.
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COMPUTATION STEP ( X 10' )

Fig. 6. Relationship between the error propagation and the stepsize  in-
crease. The stepsize  is expressed by the broken line, and the computation
error by the solid line. The ordinates are both logarithmic.

propagation of Q caused by the unreasonable increase in stepsize  h. When the
stepsize  6 and h were always halved independently of the values of Ed and E, ,
the error ct decreased obviously. Then the stepsizes were set small from the
first step. However, Ed has still highly grown up. It was found that this
behavior was caused by setting the extremely small error estimates E, and E,
in computation.

This trouble could be avoided conveniently, as stated in the previous section,
by multiplying Es and E, by factor F. The error decreased remarkably with
increase in the value of the factor F as shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows the
mode of variation of the stepsize  h and the error E~ for F=109. The initial
stepsize  decreased rapidly in the early computation steps. Then the stepsize  h
and the error Q were grown up to nearly constant values. It should be noted
that in Figs. 5-9, the abscissae do not express the practical reaction times but
the numbers of computation step. The number of computation step is related
to the computation time. Therefore, the practical reaction time was computed
by using the stepsize  as

t, = to + gh,
i-1

(27)

The percentage of product formation vs. number of computation step, as the
index of the computation speed, was plotted with several F values in Fig. 9.
In the case of F=l, about 50 % of product was formed at the 1,900th compu-
tation step. In other case of F=109,  however, only about 12 % of product was
formed at the 10,OOOth  computation step.

The effects of the factor F on number of computation steps (at 81.7 %
product formation) and the error E~ are summarized in Tabe 1. It is shown in
Table 1 that the computation speed (not CPU time but computation step) was
greatly shortened with reasonable error by the modified Fowler-Warten  method
as compared with the explicit 4th order Runge-Kutta-Gill method. The more
stiff rate equation with k,=5x106  M-‘set-’  was also solved in short time by an
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Fig. 7. Relationship between the factor and the error propagation. Values
of the factor were from top to bottom 1 (A), lo3 (B), lo5 (C), lo7 (D), and
IO9  09.

COMPUTATION STEP ( X IO4 )

Fig. 8. Error and stepsize  for the value of the factor, 109. The stepsize  is
expressed by the broken line, and the error by the solid line.
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appopriate adjustment of the value of the factor F. As the Fowler-Warten
method is an explicit formula, the computation procedure has the virtue of
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COWTATION  STEP ( X lo3 )

Fig. 9. Relationship between the factor and the computation speed. The
computation speed is expressed by the percentage of the product formation.
Values of the factor (A-E) were the same as in Fig. 7.

Table 1. Effects of the factor on computation speed and error.

Factor Computation steps Relative error (%)

1 2150 8000
lo+3 17600 40
10+5 26700
lo+’
10+9 g:::

0°6i
O.Ob27

Runge-Kutta-Gill Method 284400 -

The computation step and the relative error are those just at the time
when 81.7% of product is formed.

simplicity. The techniques for the automatic evaluation of factor F and a
suppression of the propagation of the error Ed are being investigated.

,
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